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Abstract—In distributed target tracking for wireless sensor
networks, agreement on the target state can be achieved by
the construction and maintenance of a communication path,
in order to exchange information regarding local likelihood
functions. Such an approach lacks robustness to failures and
is not easily applicable to ad-hoc networks. To address this,
several methods have been proposed that allow agreement on the
global likelihood through fully distributed belief consensus (BC)
algorithms, operating on local likelihoods in distributed particle
filtering (DPF). However, a unified comparison of the convergence
speed and communication cost has not been performed. In this
paper, we provide such a comparison and propose a novel BC
algorithm based on belief propagation (BP). According to our
study, DPF based on metropolis belief consensus (MBC) is the
fastest in loopy graphs, while DPF based on BP consensus is the
fastest in tree graphs. Moreover, we found that BC-based DPF
methods have lower communication overhead than data flooding
when the network is sufficiently sparse.
Index Terms—Belief consensus, belief propagation, distributed
target tracking, particle filtering, wireless sensor networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed tracking in wireless sensor networks (WSN) [1]
is an important task for many applications in which central
unit is not available. For example, in emergency situations,
such as a fire, a nuclear disaster, or a mine collapse, a WSN
can be used to detect these phenomena. Once a phenomenon
is detected (e.g., increased temperature or radioactivity), the
sensors start to sense their neighbourhood and cooperatively
track people and assets. As sensors are low-cost devices that
may not survive during tracking, it is important to track in a
manner that is fully robust to sensors failures, and in such a
way that every sensor has the same belief of the target location.
Then, the rescue team can access the estimates, even if just
one sensor survives. As another potential application, sensor
nodes can also serve as actuators, which perform a specific
action (e.g., move towards the target) as a function of estimated
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target’s position. In this case, to ensure compatible actions, a
unified view of the target’s position is crucial.
The traditional approach to target tracking is based on
Kalman filtering (KF) [2]. However, due to nonlinear relationships and possible non-Gaussian uncertainties, a particle
filter (PF) is preferred [3] in many scenarios. Therefore, the
focus of this paper will be on PF-based distributed tracking.
Many PF-based methods are based on the construction and
maintenance of a communication path, such as a spanning
tree or a Hamiltonian cycle. For example, in [4], low-power
sensors pass the parameters of likelihood functions to highpower sensors, which are responsible to manage the lowpower nodes. In [5], a set of uncorrelated sensor cliques is
constructed, in which slave nodes have to transmit Gaussian
mixture parameters to the master node of the clique. The
master node performs the tracking, and forward estimates
to another clique. In [6], a Markov-chain distributed PF is
proposed, which does not route the information through the
graph during tracking. However, it requires that each node
knows the total number of communication links and the
number of communication links between each pair of nodes,
which can be obtained only by aggregating the data before
tracking. In [7], the authors propose an incremental approach,
in which the parameters of the likelihood are communicated
from sensor to sensor in order to approximate the posterior of
interest. Finally, there is also a different class of methods [8],
[9] that maintain disjoint sets of particles at different nodes,
and propagate them towards the predicted target position.
These type of methods, also know as leader-agent algorithms
(see [1] for an overview), lack robustness to failures, cause
excessive delays due to the sequential estimation, and do not
provide the estimates at each sensor without additional postprocessing routing phase.
These problems can be solved if each node broadcasts
observations until all the nodes have complete set of observations. Then, each node (acting like a fusion center)
performs the tracking. This method, known as data flooding
and used in non-centralized PF (NCPF) [10], is not scalable,
but can be competitive in some scenarios. Other solutions
consider distributed particle filtering (DPF) methods based on
consensus algorithms [11]–[17]. In [11], the global posterior
distribution is approximated with a Gaussian mixture, and
consensus is applied over the local parameters to compute
the global parameters. Similarly, [12], [13] use a Gaussian
approximation instead of a Gaussian mixture, and [14] can
use any distribution that belongs to an exponential family.
Randomized gossip consensus was used in [15] for distributed
target tracking. The main problem with these approaches
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is that the global likelihood function is represented in the
same parametric form as local likelihood functions, which
is questionable in certain scenarios. In [16], [17], consensus
is applied instead to the weights in the DPF, so that any
likelihood can be represented. However, an issue that arises
with these DPF approaches is that consensus can be slow.
In a setting where the target moves, only a finite time is
available to perform consensus [18], so the fastest possible
method should be employed. A recent and detailed overview
of DPF algorithms can be found in [1], but it does not analyze
the effect of different consensus techniques on convergence.
In this paper, we compare five algorithms for target tracking using distributed particle filtering (DPF) based on belief
consensus (BC):
1) standard belief consensus (SBC) [17];
2) randomized gossip (RG) [16];
3) broadcast gossip (BG) [19];
4) Metropolis belief consensus (MBC) [14]; and
5) one novel algorithm based on belief propagation (BP),
which we earlier proposed in [20].
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study where
these methods are compared in a common setting. According
to our simulation study, DPF-MBC is the fastest in loopy
graphs, while DPF-BP is the fastest in tree graphs (typical
for tunnel-like environments). Moreover, we found that BCbased DPF methods have lower communication overhead than
data flooding only in sparse networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we review centralized target tracking. In Section III, we
describe five BC algorithms for PF-based distributed target
tracking, including the novel based on BP. Simulation results
are shown in Section IV. Finally, Section V provides our
conclusions and suggestions for future work.
II. OVERVIEW OF C ENTRALIZED TARGET T RACKING
We assume that there is a number of static sensor nodes
with known positions and one moving target (e.g., a person or
vehicle) in some surveillance area. The target may be passive
or not willing to reveal its state, but the sensors are assumed
to periodically make observations that depend on their relative
position to the target. The goal of the WSN is to track the
state (e.g., position and velocity) of the target. In this section,
we describe a centralized approach to solve this problem, in
which all the observations are collected by a sensor that acts
as a fusion center.
A. System Model
The scenario under consideration is illustrated in Figure 1.
There are Ns static sensors with known two-dimensional (2D)
positions, ln (n = 1, 2, . . . , Ns ) and one mobile target with an
unknown state xt at time t. The goal of the WSN is to estimate
xt at each (discrete) time t. We use the following state-space
model:
xt+1 = f (xt , ut )
(1)
yn,t = gn (xt , vn,t ),

(2)

sensor
communication link
target

Fig. 1. Illustration of target tracking in a WSN. The goal of the WSN is to
track the position and velocity of the target.

where ut is process noise, yn,t is local observation of sensor
n at time t, and vn,t is its observation noise. We denote the
aggregation of all observations at time t by yt . The process
noise ut can be non-Gaussian, but since it is usually hard to
measure [2], [21], we can assume a Gaussian approximation
with sufficiently large variance, which is a common choice.
We denote by Gt the set of the nodes that have an
observation available at time t, and by Gn the set of all
neighbors of node n (irrespective of whether or not they
have an observation). The observation noise vn,t is distributed
according to pv (·), which is not necessarily Gaussian, and
typically depends on the particular measurement technique
(e.g., acoustic [22], RSS [23], RF tomography [24]) and the
environment. Observations at any time t are assumed to be
conditionally independent.
We assume that the network is connected (i.e., there is at
least a single path between any two nodes), and undirected (if
node n can receive a packet from node u, then node u can
receive a packet from node n). For simplicity, we assume ideal
probability of detection for both sensing and communication
range, but more complex models can easily be incorporated
[25]. In other words, a sensor can detect the target if the
distance between them is less than a certain value r, and
two sensors can communicate with each other if the distance
between them is less than R. Taking into account that radio
of a node is usually more powerful than its sensing devices
[9], [26], we assume R ≥ r.
B. Centralized Particle Filtering
We apply the Bayesian approach for this tracking problem
and recursively determine the posterior distribution p(xt |y1:t )
given the prior p(xt−1 |y1:t−1 ), dynamic model p(xt |xt−1 )
defined by (1), and the likelihood function p(yt |xt ) defined by
(2). We assume that p(x0 |y0 ) = p(x0 ) is initially available.
The posterior can be found using the standard prediction and
correction equations [3]:
Z
p(xt |y1:t−1 ) = p(xt |xt−1 )p(xt−1 |y1:t−1 )dxt−1
(3)
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Algorithm 1 Centralized PF (CPF) (at time t)
1: for all particles m = 1 : Np do
(m)
(m)
2:
Draw particle: xt ∼ p(xt |xt−1 )
(m)
(m)
(m)
3:
Compute weight: wt = wt−1 · p(yt |xt )
4: end for
(m)
(m) P (m0 )
5: Normalize: wt
= wt / wt
(for m = 1 : Np )
m0
P
(m) (m)
6: Compute estimates: x̂t =
wt xt
m

7:

(m)

Resample with replacement from {wt

(m) Np
}m=1

, xt

p(xt |y1:t ) ∝ p(yt |xt )p(xt |y1:t−1 ).

(4)

Due to the conditional independence among observations at
time t, the global likelihood function p(yt |xt ) can be written
as the product of the local likelihoods:
Y
p(yn,t |xt ),
(5)
p(yt |xt ) ∝
n∈Gt

where local likelihood p(yn,t |xt ) is a function of state xt for
a given observation yn,t . For notational convenience we will
still write p(yn,t |xt ) for n ∈
/ Gt , with the tacit assumption
that this function is equal to 1.
Since the observation noise is generally not Gaussian, and
the observation is not a linear function of the state, a traditional
Kalman filtering [2] approach cannot be used. Instead, we
apply the particle filter [3], in which the posterior distribution
is represented by a set of samples (particles) with associated
weights. A well-known solution is the sample-importanceresampling (SIR) method, in which Np particles are drawn
from p(xt |xt−1 ), then weighted by the likelihood function,
p(yt |xt ), and finally resampled in order to avoid degeneracy
problems (i.e., the situation in which all but one particle
have negligible weights). More advanced versions of PF also
exist [27]–[29], but we focus on SIR since the distributed
implementation of most PF-based methods is similar. We will
refer to PF with SIR as centralized PF (CPF). The CPF method
is summarized in Alg. 1. The CPF must be initialized with a
(m)
(m)
set of particles {w0 , x0 } drawn from p(x0 ).
This algorithm is run on one of the nodes in the WSN, which
serves as fusion center. The main drawbacks of the CPF are
[14], [30]: i) large energy consumption of the nodes which are
in proximity of the fusion center, ii) high communication cost
in large-scale networks; iii) the posterior distribution cannot
be accessed from any node in the network; and iv) the fusion
center has to know the locations, observations, and observation
models of all the nodes. In the following section we will focus
on distributed implementations of PF method, which alleviate
these problems.

Algorithm 2 Distributed PF (DPF) (at node n, at time t)
1: for all particles m = 1 : Np do
(m)
(m)
2:
Draw particle: xt ∼ p(xn,t |xt−1 )
(m)
3:
Compute weight:
wn,t =


(m)
(m)
(m)
wt−1 · BC p(y1,t |xt ), ..., p(yNs ,t |xt )
4: end for
(m)
(m) P (m0 )
5: Normalize: wn,t = wn,t /
wn,t (for m = 1 : Np )
m0

(m)
(m)
(m)
6: ŵt
= MC w1,t , ..., wNs ,t (for m = 1 : Np )
(m)
(m) P (m0 )
7: Normalize: ŵt
= ŵt / ŵt
(for m = 1 : Np )
m0
P
(m) (m)
8: Compute estimates: x̂t =
ŵt xt
m

9:

(m)

Resample with replacement from {ŵt

A. Non-Centralized Particle Filter
In NCPF [10], every sensor broadcasts its observation,
observation model and an identifier, along with observations,
observation models and identifiers from neighbors. This flooding procedure is repeated until every node has access to
all information, when a common posterior p(xt |y1:t ) can
be determined. This approach is not scalable, but can be
competitive in some scenarios (see also Section III-D).
B. Distributed Particle Filtering
For a distributed implementation of the PF, we want to avoid
exchanging observations, while at the same time maintaining
a common set of samples and weights at every time step.
If we can guarantee that the samples and weights at time
t − 1 are common, then common samples1 at time t can be
achieved by providing all nodes with the same seed for random
number generation (i.e., by ensuring that their pseudo-random
generators are in the same state at all times). Ensuring common
weights for all nodes can be achieved by means of a belief
consensus (BC) algorithm. BC formally aims to compute, in
a distributed fashion the product of a number of real-valued
functions over the same variable
BC(f1 (x), f2 (x), . . . , fNs (x)) =

Ns
Y

fn (x).

(6)

n=1

However, most BC algorithms are not capable to achieve
exact consensus in a finite number of iterations (except BP
consensus in tree-like graphs; see Section III-C). As we require
exact consensus on the weights, we additionally apply maxconsensus2 [16], [31],
MC(f1 (x), f2 (x), . . . , fNs (x)) = max fn (x),
n

III. D ISTRIBUTED TARGET T RACKING
Our goal is to track the target in a distributed way, such
that all the nodes have a common view of the state of the
target. We will first describe a flooding approach (the NCPF),
followed by a general description of the DPF, which relies on
a belief consensus algorithm that is run as an inner loop. We
then describe 5 belief consensus methods, and finally quantify
the communication cost of DPF and NCPF.

(m) Np
}m=1

, xt

(7)

which computes the exact maximum over all arguments in a
finite number of iterations (equal to the diameter of the graph).
In particular, max-consensus can be implemented as follows:
1 Although different sample realizations is advantageous in many applications, this is not the case in DPF since one set of particles is sufficient for
one target.
2 Min-consensus or average over min- and max-consensus can be also
applied [17].
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(i)

denoting the function at iteration i at node n by fn (x) (with
(0)
fn (x) = fn (x)) every node executes the following rule:


(i−1)
(i)
(i−1)
(x) .
(8)
fn (x) = max fn
(x), max fu
u∈Gn

i→∞

Note that max-consensus is applied before computing the
estimates in order to avoid disagreement of the estimates over
network. This approach, already used in [16], [17], can be
considered as a consensus-based approach to synchronize the
particles for the next time instant. In addition, we assume that
time-slot synchronization is performed in distributed way using any appropriate standard technique, see [32] and references
therein.
The final algorithm is shown in Alg. 2. Observe that DPFs
operate on two distinct time scales: a slow time scale (related
to time slots) in which the target moves, and the observations
are taken, and a fast time scale (related to iterations) in which
BC/MC is executed for a specific time slot. Note also that
in comparison with CPF, DPF has the following advantages:
i) the energy consumption is balanced across the network;
ii) reduced communication cost in large-scale networks; iii)
every node has access to the posterior distribution; and iv)
no knowledge required of the locations, observations, or
observation models of any other node.
C. Belief Consensus Algorithms
Motivated by their scalability and robustness to failures
[33]–[36], we consider five variants of BC: standard BC
(SBC) [33], randomized gossip (RG) [35], [37], Metropolis
BC (MBC) [38], broadcast gossip (BG) [34], [35], and belief
propagation (BP) [36], [39] consensus. While BP consensus
has not been applied within DPF, the other four BCs have
already been applied [14], [16], [17], [19].
We will now describe these five distinct BC algorithms
corresponding to line 3 in Alg. 2. Although we use BC to
perform the consensus on particle weights, the algorithms will
be presented in general form (with continuous variables) in
order to relate them with the state-of-the-art algorithms.
1) Standard BC: Standard BC (SBC) [33] is defined in
following iterative form:
!ξ
(i−1)
Y
Mu
(xt )
(i)
(i−1)
,
(9)
Mn (xt ) = Mn
(xt )
(i−1)
Mn
(xt )
u∈Gn
(i)

where Mn (xt ) represents the approximation at iteration i
of the global likelihood of the variable xt , and ξ is update
rate, which depends on maximum node degree in the network
(ηmax = maxn |Gn |).3 The update rate ξ ≈ 1/ηmax provides
sufficiently fast convergence for the constant weight model
[31], [38]. Optimized constant weights [40] can be found using
distributed convex optimization [41], [42], but the optimization
is generally complex since the Laplacian matrix has to be
estimated at each node. We initialize (9) by
Mn(1) (xt ) = p(yn,t |xt ).

Convergence is guaranteed for all connected graphs in a sense
that [33], [38]
!1/Ns
Y
(i)
lim Mn (xt ) =
p(yn0 ,t |xt )
,
(11)

(10)

3 Note that the logarithm of (9) corresponds to standard average consensus
algorithm [33, eq. (4)]. All computations are done in the log-domain to avoid
numerical problems.

n0 ∈Gt

Q
from which the desired quantity, n∈Gt p(yn,t |xt ), can easily
(N )
(1)
be found, for any value of xt ∈ {xt , . . . , xt p }. However,
in practical circumstances, we run SBC a finite number of
iterations (i = 1, 2, . . . , NiSBC ), so the result will be an
approximation of the real likelihood.
If the maximum node degree (ηmax ) and number of nodes
(Ns ) are not known a priori, we need to estimate them in
distributed way.4 The estimation of maximum node degree can
be done using max-consensus, while Ns can be determined
[43] by setting an initial state of one node to 1, and all others
to 0. By using average consensus [31], all nodes can obtain
the result 1/Ns , i.e., the inverse of the number of nodes in the
network.
SBC was used for consensus on weights in [17]. Moreover,
there are a number of specific instances of SBC (e.g.,
[11]–[13]) that represent the beliefs in parametric form (e.g.,
Gaussian, or Gaussian mixture), and make consensus on their
parameters.
2) BC based on Randomized Gossip: Gossip-based algorithms [35] can be also used to achieve consensus in a scalable
and robust way. We consider randomized gossip (RG) [37].
In RG, it is assumed that all the nodes have internal clocks
that tick independently according to a rate of e.g., a Poisson
process [35]. When the clock of the n-th node ticks, node n
and one of its neighbors (randomly chosen) exchange their
current estimates, and make the update. In case of BC based
on RG, we need to achieve convergence to the geometrical
average, so at the i-th clock tick of node n, the nodes n and
u make the following operation:

1/2
Mu(i) (xt ) = Mn(i) (xt ) = Mu(i−1) (xt )Mn(i−1) (xt )
(12)
where u ∈ Gn , and all other nodes r in the network
(i)
(r ∈
/ {n, u}) do not make any update (i.e., Mr (xt ) =
(i−1)
Mr
(xt )). Initialization is done using (10). In order to
have the same communication cost as SBC, RG should run
approximately NiRG = dNiSBC Ns /2e iterations. Finally, we
again need to estimate Ns using the same approach as for
SBC.
RG has been used in [16] for consensus on weights, and a
specific instance (with Gaussian approximation) in [15].
3) BC based on Broadcast Gossip: The main problem of
RG is that once a node broadcasts data, only one of its
neighbors performs an update. It is natural to expect that if
all the neighbors perform an update, the convergence will
be faster. To address this problem, broadcast gossip (BG)
has been proposed [34], in which a randomly chosen node
broadcasts its current estimate, and all of its neighbors (within
4 While any upper bound on η
max guarantees convergence, estimation of
ηmax is preferable to increase convergence speed of SBC.
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communication radius R) perform an update. It has been
shown [34] that, due to its asymmetric nature, BG converges
only in expectation to the real average value.5
In our case, we need to achieve convergence to the geometrical average (11), so at the i-th clock tick of node n all the
nodes make the following operation:
(
(i−1)
(i−1)
Mu
(xt )γ Mn
(xt )1−γ , u ∈ Gn
(i)
Mu (xt ) =
(i−1)
Mu
(xt ),
otherwise.
(13)
where 0 < γ < 1 is the mixing parameter. Again, initialization
is done using (10). To synchronize communication cost with
previous BC methods, we run BG NiBG = NiSBC Ns iterations.
It is again necessary to apply average consensus to estimate
Ns .
A variant of this method, with particle compression based
on support vector machine, has been already applied in [19].
Comment: Regarding the choice of γ, it has been shown in
[34] that its optimal value depends on the algebraic connectivity of the graph, which is the second smallest eigenvalue
of the Laplacian matrix [31], [34]. However, this parameter is
not available in the distributed scenario, so an empirical study
has been used [34] to find the optimal value of γ. Therefore,
we will model γ as a function of average node degree η̄ in
the network, since η̄ can be easily estimated using average
consensus. We found that an optimal γ can be modeled as
γ(η̄) = 1 − ae

−bη̄

∈ (0, 1),

(14)

with parameters a and b, which can be estimated by
calibration.
4) Metropolis BC: An important problem of the SBC
method is that it uses a constant weight model, i.e., ξnu = ξ
for each link (n, u) in the graph, which will not provide
good performance in asymmetrical graphs. Instead of this
model, we can use so-called Metropolis weights, which should
provide faster convergence [38]. For our problem, this leads
to Metropolis BC (MBC), with the following update rule:
Y
Mn(i) (xt ) = Mn(i−1) (xt )ξnn
Mu(i−1) (xt )ξnu ,
(15)

x1,t

 (x 2,t  x3,t )

 (x3,t  x 4,t )

x3,t

x 4,t
p( y4,t | x 4,t )

p( y3,t | x3,t )

Fig. 2. Example of a graphical model for BP consensus, for a network with
4 sensors.

A specific instance of MBC, in which the beliefs belong to
the exponential family, is used in [14].
5) BC based on Belief Propagation: Belief propagation
(BP) [36], [39] is a way of organizing the global computation
of marginal beliefs in terms of smaller local computations
within the graph. To adapt it for BC, we define the following
function:
Y
Y
f (x1,t , x2,t , . . . , xNs ,t ) =
p(yn,t |xn,t )
δ(xn,t − xu,t ).
n

u∈Gn

(17)
Running BP on the corresponding graphical model (see example in Figure 2) yields the marginals Mn (xn,t ) of the function
f (x1,t , x2,t , . . . , xNs ,t ). It is easily verified that for every n
X
Mn (xn,t ) =
f (x1,t , x2,t , . . . , xNs ,t )
(18)
xu6=n,t

Y

=

p(yn0 ,t |xn,t ).

(19)

n0

(16)

The initialization is the same as for other BC methods, and
the number of iterations is the same as for SBC (NiMBC =
NiSBC ). This approach also guarantees convergence [38] to
(11).6 As we can see, this method is more suitable than SBC
for distributed implementation, since a node needs to know
only the local degrees of its neighbors. However, Ns still has
to be estimated.
5 Note

x 2,t

 (x1,t  x 2,t )

 (x1,t  x3,t )

u∈Gn

where the weight on an link {n, u} is given by:

1/ max(η
P n , ηu ), for u 6= n
ξnu = ξun =
1 − u0 ∈Gn ξu0 n , for u = n.

p( y2,t | x 2,t )

p( y1,t | x1,t )

that the underlying communication graph is still undirected, since all
the nodes have to be capable to broadcast their estimates (even if they don’t
do so at each iteration).
6 Provided that the graph is not bipartite. Otherwise, max(η , η ) should
n u
be replaced with max(ηn , ηu ) + 1.

The BP message passing equations are now as follows: the
belief at iteration i is given by [25, eq. (8)]
Y
Mn(i) (xn,t ) ∝ p(yn,t |xn,t )
m(i)
(20)
un (xn,t ),
u∈Gn

while the message from node u ∈ Gn to node n is given by
[25, eq. (9)]
Z
(i−1)
Mu
(xu,t )
(i)
dxu,t(21)
mun
(xn,t ) ∝
δ(xn,t − xu,t ) (i−1)
mnu (xu,t )
xu,t

(i−1)

=

Mu

(xn,t )
.
(i−1)
mnu (xn,t )

(22)

We note that since all variables are the same, we can write
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xn,t = xu,t = xt . Some manipulation yields (see A)
!
(i−1)
Y
Mu
(xt )
(i)
(i−2)
,
Mn (xt ) ∝ Mn
(xt )
(i−2)
Mn
(xt )
u∈Gn

(23)

which represents the consensus algorithm based on BP. Since
BP consensus uses the same protocol as SBC and MBC,
we should run it NiBP = NiSBC iterations. This method is
(1)
initialized by Mn (xt ) = p(yn,t |xt ). We also need to set
(2)
Mn (xt ) in order to run the algorithm defined by (23). Using
(1)
(20) and (21), and assuming that mnu (xt ) = 1, we find
Y
p(yu,t |xt ).
(24)
Mn(2) (xt ) = p(yn,t |xt )
u∈Gn

BP consensus Q
(as a specific instance of BP) guarantees
convergence to C n p(yn,t |xt ) for cycle-free network graphs
[39], [44], [45], where C is an irrelevant normalization constant.7 When the network has cycles, the beliefs are only
approximations of the true marginals given by (19) (more details in A). Comparing BP consensus with previous consensus
methods, we can see that BP-consensus agrees on product of
all local evidences (not the Ns -th root of the product), and does
not rely on knowledge of any other parameters. Therefore, it
is more robust to the changes in the network.
D. Communication Cost Analysis
In this section, we analyze the communication cost of the
DPF methods, and compare with the cost of NCPF. We denote
by Npack the number of packets that any node n broadcasts at
any time t. We assume that one packet can contain P scalar
values (mapping from scalars to bits is not considered). In
most hardware platforms, P  1, and the energy required
to transmit one packet does not significantly depend on the
amount of data within it. In this analysis, we neglect the cost
of determining ηmax , η̄, and Ns and the cost of time-slot
synchronization. Consequently, all DPF methods will have the
same communication cost.
1) Cost of DPF: At every iteration (except the first),
nodes transmit Np weights. In addition, nodes must perform
MC, which also requires transmission of the weights in each
iteration. The number of iterations of the BC8 is Nit . The
number of iterations of the MC is equal to the diameter of the
graph Dg . Thus, the average cost of DPF per node and per
time slot is


Np
DPF
(Dg + Nit − 1).
(25)
Npack ≈
P
We see that the DPF methods are fully scalable, since increasing the number of the nodes in a fixed deployment area will
not significantly affect the cost. Although beyond the scope
of this paper, we mention that if one prefers to use parametric
approximations [11]–[14] instead of consensus on weights,
only parameters of the beliefs should be transmitted in each
iteration.
7 It

is irrelevant since the weights in Alg. 2 will be normalized later anyway.
use NiSBC to count iterations (Nit = NiSBC ). All other DPF methods
run the number of iterations which ensures the same communication cost as
explained in Section III-C.
8 We

2) Cost of NCPF: In contrast to DPF, NCPF does not
require transmission of the weights, but only the local data
as described in Section III-A. We denote the number of these
scalar values as Ndata . The amount of data will accumulate
with iterations since the node has to transmit its own data and
all received data. Since the number of iterations is equal to
Dg , the cost can be approximated by:
Dg −1  k
X η̄ Ndata 
NCPF
,
(26)
Npack ≈
P
k=0

where we approximate the degree
Pk of the each node with
average network degree (η̄), and i=0 η̄ i by η̄ k .
3) Comparison between DPF and NCPF: Making the reasonable assumption that Nit = Dg + 1, we can quantify when
DPF
NCPF
DPF is preferred over NCPF, i.e., when Npack
< Npack
:


Np
P


<


Dg −1 
1 X η̄ k Ndata
.
2Dg
P

(27)

k=0

This condition is important in order to avoid over-using of
consensus-based methods. For example, if the network is fullyconnected (Dg = 1), or if the packet size is sufficiently
large to afford transmission of all accumulated data (i.e.,
P > η̄ Dg −1 Ndata ), NCPF should be applied. On the other
hand, if the communication radius is very small (i.e., if Dg is
very large), DPF methods should be applied.
A similar comparison can be done with CPF, but its cost
depends on many factors [1], including the routing protocol,
and the position of the fusion center. In general, the cost
of CPF is much smaller than NCPF since there is only one
(instead of Ns ) fusion center. However, even with reduced
cost, CPF is not a good alternative due to the uneven energy
consumption over nodes, and since the posterior cannot be
accessed from any node (see also Section II-B).
Regarding computational complexity, DPF methods require
O(|Gn | Nit Np ) operations per node at time t, while NCPF
requires only O(|Gt | Np ) operations per node. However, the
energy consumption in typical hardware platforms is mainly
caused by communication, while internal computation is very
cheap [30]. Therefore, DPF methods are still preferred over
NCPF.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Simulation Setup and Performance Metrics
We assume that there are Ns = 25 sensors semi-randomly9
deployed in a 100m x 100m area. The positions of these
sensors are perfectly known. There is also one target in the
area, with state xt = [x1,t x2,t ẋ1,t ẋ2,t ]T , where x1,t and
x2,t represent 2D position of the target, and ẋ1,t and ẋ2,t
the 2D velocity of the target. The target moves with constant
amplitude of the speed of 5m/s, according to Gaussian random
walk, given by
" 2
#


Ts
I2 Ts I2
I
2
2
xt+1 =
xt +
ut ,
(28)
02
I2
Ts I2
9 Semi-random

network is created by adding jitter to a regular 2D grid.
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Fig. 3. Illustrations of the target track in: (a) semi-random, and (b) tree network, for R = 45 m. The start point of the track is marked with a small black
disc, and the end point with an X. Sensors are marked with the squares, and communication links with dashed lines.

where Ts is the sampling interval (here set to 1 second), and
I2 and 02 represent the identity and zero 2 × 2 matrices,
respectively. The process noise ut is distributed according to
zero-mean Gaussian with covariance matrix 0.5I2 (m/s2 )2 .
The target is tracked for Nt = 50 seconds.
We set the sensing radius to r = 25m, and consider two
values of communication radius: R = 25m and R = 45m
(corresponding to η̄ = 3.08 and η̄ = 9.44, respectively).
In addition, we consider a tree configuration created as a
spanning tree10 from semi-random network. An example of
a target track in a loopy and tree network is shown in Figure
3. The inclusion of tree topologies is motivated by certain
target tracking applications, such as tunnels.
We assume that the observations are distances to the target,
i.e., for n ∈ Gt ,
T

yn,t = gn (xt ) = ln − [x1,t x2,t ]

+ vn,t .

(29)

The observation noise vn,t is distributed according to Gaussian
mixture with two components, a typical model in presence of
non-line-of-sight signals. The parameters of this noise are set
to following values: means (1m, 10m), variances (1m2 , 1m2 )
and mixture weights (0.9, 0.1).
For mixing parameter in BG, given by (14), we set a = 0.49,
and b = 0.17 found by calibration. We use Np = 500 particles.
The results are averaged over NR = 500 Monte Carlo runs.
In each run, we generate different network, track, observations
and particle seed.
We will compare five DPF methods (DPF-SBC, DPF-MBC,
DPF-RG, DPF-BG, and DPF-BP). Moreover, as a benchmark,
we show the performance of the exact approach, which corresponds to performance of CPF and NCPF. We consider rootmean-square error (RMSE) in the position error erms,t and
erms as a performance metrics. Introducing en,t,s as the target
positioning error (i.e., Euclidean distance between the true
and estimated position of the target) at node n, at time t in
10 Tree configurations should not be created using an online algorithm
since it would require a routing of data. We simply assumed that the tree
configuration is established offline or is an inherent property of the network.

simulation run s, we have
sP
Ns PNR
erms,t =

2
n=1
s=1 en,t,s
,
Ns NR

sP
erms =

Nt
2
t=1 erms,t

Nt

(30)

B. Performance Results
We first investigate the RMSE erms as a function of the
number of iterations Nit , for different communication radii
and network topologies. The results are shown in Figure
4. We can draw a number of conclusions. As expected,
exact methods provide the best RMSE performance, as they
compute the exact likelihood corresponding to (5). Secondly,
all DPF methods (except for DPF-BP) are capable to reach
asymptotically the performance of the exact approach. Among
the DPF methods in the semi-random topology (Figures 4a
and 4c), DPF-MBC provides the fastest convergence, for both
considered communication radii, though DPF-BG and DPFSBC achieve similar performance for R = 45 m. DPF-BP
achieves a minimal RMSE for Nit = Dg + 1, since then all
local likelihoods are available at each node (see also A). A
further increase of the number of iterations will only increase
the amount of over-counting of the local likelihoods, thus
leading to biased beliefs. In the tree topology (Figures 4b and
4d), the situation is very different: DPF-BP provides the fastest
convergence and exact result after Dg + 1 iterations. However,
note that Dg is typically higher for tree networks than loopy
networks. Finally, we also see that: i) increasing R increases
the convergence speed of all DPFs, and ii) DPF-RG performs
the worst for both considered radii and configurations.
Secondly, in Figure 5, we analyze the RMSE erms,t as a
function of time for the track and the networks from Figure
3. We consider the case in which R = 45 m, and Nit is
set to provide the optimal performance of DPF-BP. Here, in
each Monte Carlo run, we generate different observations and
particle seeds, but keep the same track and the network. In
case of semi-random network (Figure 3a), we see that all
DPFs (except DPF-RG) provide the performance close to the
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Fig. 4.
RMSE of DPF methods as a function of the number of iterations for (a) semi-random (R = 25 m), (b) tree (R = 25 m), (c) semi-random
(R = 45m), and (d) tree (R = 45m).

exact approach. On the other hand, in the tree network, DPFBP performance overlaps with the exact approach. In general,
DPF-BP can be used in all configurations, if we know (or are
able to estimate) Dg . However, in practice, the network may
have no knowledge of Dg , so DPF-BP would lead to biased
results.
Finally, we evaluate the communication cost per node, by
analyzing the average number of packets per node as a function
of the communication radius R for Nit = dL/Re + 1.√ Here
L is the diameter of the deployment area (L = 100 2 m,
in our case). We consider networks with 25 and 100 nodes,
and packet sizes of P = 1, P = Np , and P = 5Np , where
Np = 500, and Ndata = 9 (i.e., it includes 2 scalars for the
position, 6 scalars for the observation model, and 1 scalar for
the observation). To count the number of packets, we simulated
the degree of each node in all networks, and applied equations
(25)–(26). As we can see from Figure 6, DPF-based methods
provide nearly constant communication cost as a function of

R, since (25) only depends linearly on Dg , and it does not
depend on Ns . Thus, these methods are scalable. On the other
hand, the communication cost of NCPF is highly sensitive to
R and Ns : the cost increases as R increases (while dL/Re is
fixed), and decreases significantly
when dL/Re decrements its
√
value (e.g., for R = 50 2). Overall, decreasing dL/Re has
the largest effect (see (26)), so the total cost has a decreasing
tendency with R. In addition, since the increased Ns affects η̄,
the communication cost will be significantly larger. Regarding
the effect of P, we can see that larger values of P will make
NCPF cheaper, as more data can be aggregated in one packet.
Finally, comparing with NCPF, we can see that DPF methods
have a lower communication cost for R < 70m, except when
P is very large (as in Figure 6c).
C. Discussion
According to previous results, we can see that BC-based
DPF methods should be applied only in sparse networks, i.e.,
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in networks with relatively high diameter. Otherwise, NCPF
may be used since it is cheaper to flood a few scalars instead of
iteratively broadcasting weights or parameters of the likelihood
function. Moreover, we found that DPF-MBC is the fastest in
loopy graphs, closely followed by DPF-SBC, and DPF-BG.
Hence, DPF-MBC is preferred in unconstrained areas in which
the loops are expected, such as conference halls, airports, and
warehouses [21]. On the other hand, DPF-BP is only suitable
for confined areas, in which long chains of sensors, globally
forming a tree, are deployed. Typical examples are subway,
roadway and mine tunnels [46], [47]. Note that the robustness
is decreased in tree graphs since a node failure can break the
graph into two subgraphs. However, taking into account all
other benefits of DPF methods (especially, scalability), they
are still preferred over leader-agent methods in tree graphs.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have studied DPF for target tracking and compared five
consensus methods in a unified scenario, in terms of RMSE
performance and communication cost. The five methods include four from literature (SBC, RG, MBC, and BG), and

one novel method based on BP. According to our results,
DPF-MBC should be used in loopy networks, while DPFBP is preferred in tree networks. We also found that BCbased DPF methods have lower communication overhead than
NCPF (based on data flooding) in sparse networks. Further
research is required to estimate the diameter of the graph
in distributed way, to reduce the bias of DPF-BP in loopy
networks, and to assess the impact of medium access control
on the communication delay.
A PPENDIX
From (22), we know that
(i−1)

m(i)
un (xt ) ∝

Mu

(xt )
,
(i−1)
mnu (xt )

(31)

where we removed index n since all the nodes have the same
variable (xn,t = xu,t = xt ). The denominator of (31) is the
message from node n to node u in the previous iteration, and
can be expressed as
(i−2)

m(i−1)
nu (xt ) ∝

Mn

(xt )
.
(i−2)
mun (xt )

(32)
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Combining previous two equations, we get the recursive
expression for the messages

1

2

1

4

3

2

(i−1)

m(i)
un (xt ) ∝

Mu

(xt ) (i−2)
mun (xt )
(i−2)
Mn
(xt )

(33)

Combining (20) and (33), we find a recursive expression for
the beliefs:
!
(i−1)
Y
M
(x
)
u
t
m(i−2)
Mn(i) (xt ) ∝ p(yn,t |xt )
un (xt )
(i−2)
M
(x
)
n
t
u∈Gn
!
(i−1)
Y
Mu
(xt )
(i−2)
= Mn
(xt )
.
(34)
(i−2)
Mn
(xt )
u∈Gn
In this appendix, we provide a deeper analysis of convergence behavior of BP consensus in loopy graphs. It is wellknown [39] that BP consensus (as a special case of standard
BP) converges to the exact solution after a finite number of
iterations in cycle-free graphs. Using an appropriate message
schedule, this number of iterations is equal to Dg + 1, where
Dg is the diameter of the graph (i.e., the maximum hopdistance between any two nodes). However, for general graphs,
it is straightforward to show (using equation (23)) that the
beliefs of BP consensus after Dg + 1 iterations is given by
Y
Mn(Dg +1) (xt ) ∝
p(yu,t |xt )αu,n,t
(35)
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Fig. 7. Example graphs: (a) fully-connected graph (Dg = 1), (b) singlecycle graph with even number of nodes (Dg = 2), (c) single-cycle graph
with odd number of nodes (Dg = 2), and (d) single-cycle graph with added
short loop(s) (Dg = 3).
TABLE I
E STIMATES OF BP CONSENSUS ( FIRST 3 ITERATIONS ) FOR THE GRAPH IN
F IGURE 7 C . T HE LOCAL LIKELIHOOD p(yu,t |xt ) IS MARKED BY φu,t .

u∈Gt

where αu,n,t ≥ 1 is an exponent (αu,n,t ∈ N) of node pair
(u, n) at time t. In case of cycle-free graphs and some specific
symmetric graphs (see later examples), αu,n,t = 1, so the
estimated belief is equal to desired global likelihood (given by
(5)). That means that DPF-BP, after Dg +1 iterations, provides
(at each node) an estimate exactly the same as CPF/NCPF.
In case of αu,t,n > 1, the observation from node u at time
t is over-counted at node n. To understand the overcounting
behavior, we determine αmax , the maximum value (maximized
over n and u) of αu,n,t after Dg + 1 iterations. Note that
running more than Dg + 1 iterations is unnecessary, as it will
increase the α-values. While for the general case this problem
is hard, we limit ourselves to some best- and the worst-case
examples. In particular, we consider 4 representative graph
configurations, shown in Figure 7:
1) Fully-connected graph (clique): For the example in Figure 7a, Dg = 1, so the belief at second iterations is given
by (24). Since the graph is fully-connected, we know that
set Gn includes all nodes in the graph except node n
(which is locally available). Therefore, αmax = 1, so BP
consensus is correct.
2) Single-cycle graph with even number of nodes: For the
example in Figure 7b, Dg = 2, so we need to run 3
iterations of BP. In the second iteration, node 1 will obtain
likelihood from nodes 2 and 3, but in the third iteration it
will obtain likelihood from node 4 twice (through nodes
2 and 3). Therefore, αmax = 2.
3) Single-cycle graph with odd number of nodes: For the
example in Figure 7c, again Dg = 2, so we need to run
3 iterations of BP. In the second iteration, node 1 will
obtain likelihood from nodes 2 and 3, and in the third

4
(b)

(a)

iter. 1

iter. 2

iter. 3

node 1

φ1,t

φ1,t φ2,t φ3,t

φ1,t φ2,t φ3,t φ4,t φ5,t

node 2

φ2,t

φ1,t φ2,t φ5,t

φ1,t φ2,t φ3,t φ4,t φ5,t

node 3

φ3,t

φ1,t φ3,t φ4,t

φ1,t φ2,t φ3,t φ4,t φ5,t

node 4

φ4,t

φ3,t φ4,t φ5,t

φ1,t φ2,t φ3,t φ4,t φ5,t

node 5

φ5,t

φ2,t φ4,t φ5,t

φ1,t φ2,t φ3,t φ4,t φ5,t

iteration it will obtain likelihood from nodes 4 and 5.
Therefore, αmax = 1, so BP consensus is correct.
4) Graph with short loops: For the example in Figure 7d
(without node 8), Dg = 3, so we need 4 iterations of
BP. After 4 iterations, nodes 1 and 6 will have triplecounted their own local likelihoods (since it has its
own information, as well as messages received due to
the clockwise and counter-clockwise circulation through
short loop11 1-6-7). Therefore, αmax = 3. If we consider
the case with node 8 and two dashed links (in Figure 7d),
αmax = 5. This reasoning can be generalized to a case
with Nshort−loops short loops (which all contain the link
1-6), αmax = 1 + 2Nshort−loops .
All previous claims can be easily proved using (23) and
(24). As example, we show in Table I the estimates for the
cycle-graph with odd number of nodes.
Taking into account that the fourth case is the worst-case
scenario, we can conclude that in the worst-case αmax = 1 +
2Nshort−loops . This is not a promising conclusion, since αmax
can be unbounded, for fixed Dg , as the number of nodes grows.
Therefore, the configurations in which there are many short
loops over the same link, are not preferable for BP consensus.
11 A

short loop is defined as a loop that consists of 3 nodes.
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